
WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (No.7/93)

Note :
This review is based on newspaper clippings on UST received within the week.
Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs (ext. 6305
or ext. 6306). A set of the clippings is available in the Reference Section
of the Library (where items may be photocopied if desired). This review is
for information only. All information recorded here is as reported in the
original articles. Names and terms are translated from the Chinese as best
we are able when official translations are not immediately available.

1.   Training of engineers for HK
          In a feature on this topic, Machinery & Materials (12/92) quoted
          the VC of Chinese Univ. of the HK as saying that a committee was
          set up in the early 80s to explore more resources for the
          development of electronics and computer science. The magazine
          suggested that UST was built in response to this need. Dr Philip C
          H Chan of the Dept. of Electrical & Electronic Eng. was quoted as
          saying that the reason UST had put so much emphasis on engineering
          was that it anticipated that there would be a greater need for
          engineers in HK.

2.   Prof Ching-hsien Wang of HUMA will adjudicate at the 2nd Chinese
     Literature Biannual Competition.
          HK Times (6/2) and Wah Kiu Yat Po (8/2) both reported that Prof
          Wang would be one of the adjudicators for poetry.

3.   UST sets up an information centre
          HK Commercial Daily (6/2) introduced our Information Centre and
          its service in a minor feature.

4.   PVC-AA, Prof S D Kung visits the Yellow River Delta
          HK Commercial Daily (6/2) reported that PVC-AA visited the Yellow
          River Delta with HK industrialist, Mr Chen Chiang, who expressed
          interest in investing in the delta area.

5.   Members of HK Pei Hua Education Foundation visit UST
          In a series of three minor features in HK Commercial Daily
          (8-10/2), the writer, a member of the Foundation, talked about
          their visit to UST in early Feb. He mentioned the facilities here
          and referred to their meeting with VC/P.

6.   Dr Kim Stelson of Mechanical Eng. talks about hi-tech polymer
     processing industry
          As publicity for the Professional Polymer Processing Short Course,
          organised by UST, an interview between Dr Kim Stelson and HK
          Economic Journal was arranged. In the interview (published 8/2),
          Dr Stelson talked about the hi-tech polymer processing industry.

7.   VC/P and Mrs Woo attend the annual banquet of the Asia Society
     (HK Centre)
          Ming Pao (9/2) reported on this in a photograph with caption.

8.   Citibank donates $7.5 M to UST
          The dedication ceremony on 9/2 attracted extensive media coverage.
          While the electronic media focused on Citibank's Mr Antony Leung's
          comment on banking affairs, the newspapers mentioned the purpose
          of the donation as well as VC/P's explanation of his proposed
          salary bar system for UST staff. Among them, 5 papers (10/2)



          focused on the purpose of the donation, which was to set up a
          Citibank Endowment Fund.

9.   VC/P explains the proposed salary bar system for UST staff
          A total of 7 Chinese papers  (10/2) reported on this. VC/P was
          interviewed and talked about the topic during the dedication
          ceremony on 9/2.

10.  Intercollegiate Debate Competition 1993
          HK Times (11/2) reported that 10 local tertiary institutions,
          including UST, would participate in this competition, which would
          begin on 13/2.

11.  Mr Antony Leung officiates at the implementation ceremony of HARNET
          HK Commercial Daily (11/2) reported on this event and said the 7
          tertiary institutions under UPGC were linked up to the HARNET
          computer network. Mr Leung, the Chairman designate of UPGC was
          quoted as saying that the development of tertiary education in HK
          should be responsive to the needs of the territory.


